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ABSTRACT

The expanding scope and scale of next generation
sequencing experiments in ecological plant epige-
netics brings new challenges for computational anal-
ysis. Existing tools built for model data may not ad-
dress the needs of users looking to apply these tech-
niques to non-model species, particularly on a pop-
ulation or community level. Here we present a toolkit
suitable for plant ecologists working with whole
genome bisulfite sequencing; it includes pipelines
for mapping, the calling of methylation values and
differential methylation between groups, epigenome-
wide association studies, and a novel implementa-
tion for both variant calling and discriminating be-
tween genetic and epigenetic variation.

INTRODUCTION

Model organisms such as Arabidopsis thaliana have helped
lay the foundation for our understanding of plant epigenet-
ics (1–3), often proceeding DNA methylation profiling tech-
niques such as whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS)
to study the DNA methylome at a nucleotide-level reso-
lution. Historically, this practice has been considered by
many as the ‘gold-standard’ for DNA methylation analy-
sis, but can also be prohibitively expensive beyond a fo-
cus on model species (4). Cost-effective alternatives, such

as affinity-based enrichment (e.g. MeDIP-seq, MDB-seq)
or restriction-enzyme digestion (e.g. RRBS, MSCC), ne-
cessitate narrower hypotheses and risk spurious findings
by neglecting the broader relationships detectable by more
comprehensive methods. Now, the increasingly competitive
costs of next generation sequencing (NGS) have opened the
door for plant ecologists to apply previous lessons from
WGBS on the population and community level, to gain
more specific insight into non-model species (5). The EpiDi-
verse Toolkit addresses the challenges of expanding scope
and scale for existing computational techniques, with a suite
of pipelines to streamline the analysis of DNA methyla-
tion from bisulfite sequencing (bs-seq; methylC-seq) data
under FAIR principles (Findability, Accessibility, Interop-
erability and Reusability). The aim is to provide a flexi-
ble and standardised approach when implementing ‘gold-
standard’ DNA methylation analyses for non-model species
in plant ecology, which additionally offers some minor im-
provements to further cut cost and improve computational
efficiency.

The basis of bisulfite sequencing is to differentiate methy-
lated and unmethylated cytosine nucleotides. During NGS
library preparation, sodium bisulfite treatment facilitates
the conversion of unmethylated cytosine to uracil while
leaving 5-methylcytosine (5mC) positions intact (6). This
necessitates specialised or adapted tools to carry out con-
ventional downstream procedures such as mapping (7) and
variant calling (8). For non-model plant species this is fur-
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ther confounded by poor quality reference genomes, with
additional difficulties due in part to a high tolerance for
polyploidy and high rates of heterozygosity (9). All of
these aspects present difficulties in terms of running time
and the optimisation of computational resources. Finally,
DNA methylation can occur in additional sequence con-
texts (CHG, CHH) which in contrast to CG are not preva-
lent in mammalian data (10).

The tools presented herein (Figure 1) are implemented
with Nextflow (11), building on best-practice concepts out-
lined by nf-core (12). They are intended to be efficient, in-
tuitive for novice users, optimisable for laptop, HPC cluster
or the cloud, and scalable from small lab studies to field tri-
als with large populations. A list of individual pipeline pro-
cesses alongside the default, recommended resource config-
urations are provided in Supplementary Table S1. Each re-
source allocation is fully customisable under the Nextflow
framework to suit integration under different systems and
scheduling software. Dependencies are as simple as in-
stalling Nextflow alongside one of either Bioconda (13),
Docker (14) or Singularity (15) on a POSIX compatible
system, facilitating a high level of flexibility and repro-
ducibility through the use of portable software contain-
ers and environments. Each pipeline is fully self-contained
and can be easily transferred from one system to another
without need for specific, manual installation of the com-
ponent software. The toolkit is open-source and publicly
available on GitHub, allowing users to fork and modify
the pipelines at their own discretion including access to
the entire change history. The toolkit represents a start-
ing point for the standardisation of DNA methylation pro-
filing in ecological plant epigenetics, and will be actively
maintained and expanded upon as additional tools are de-
veloped in the future. All pipeline output is streamlined
to standard, recognised formats to facilitate interoperabil-
ity with external software and help create flexible analy-
ses for a wide range of possible experiments, for exam-
ple when intersecting methylation bedGraph files with gene
or transposable element (TE) annotations using BEDTools
(16).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Test data

In order to demonstrate selected features from the toolkit, a
subset of 23 independent, whole genome bisulfite sequenc-
ing libraries (150 bp long paired-end reads) of the decidu-
ous tree species Populus nigra were selected from the repos-
itory hosted by the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) at
EMBL-EBI under accession number PRJEB44879 (https:
//www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB44879). The li-
braries were sequenced under the broader initiative of the
EpiDiverse consortium according to the procedures out-
lined by Dı́ez Rodrı́guez et al. (manuscript in prep.). This
subset represents two clone populations (Supplementary
Table S2) derived from cuttings originating from field sites
in Germany and Lithuania and cultivated together under
common garden conditions. Measurements of leaf flavonol
content from the parent generation were derived from
observations taken in the field by Dı́ez Rodrı́guez et al.

(manuscript in prep.). The reference genome was obtained
from the repository hosted by the ENA at EMBL-EBI un-
der accession number PRJEB44889 (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
ena/browser/view/PRJEB44889).

Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS)

The EpiDiverse WGBS pipeline derives sequence align-
ments in BAM format from input NGS reads in FASTQ
format and a provided reference genome in FASTA for-
mat, which are taken forward to estimate the methyla-
tion level over each position under the given methyla-
tion context(s), in bedGraph format. The reference genome
is optionally indexed by the pipeline itself, or provided
alongside the relevant index files to begin with. Map-
ping of bisulfite sequencing data can be carried out ei-
ther in ‘high-throughput mode’, with a low memory foot-
print and a runtime suitable for rapid analysis of popula-
tion data, or ‘high-sensitivity mode’, with a demonstrable
improvement in precision-recall and downstream methyla-
tion analysis for non-model plant species, as selected ac-
cording to corresponding benchmarks (17). Multiple sam-
ples can be processed in parallel, and quality control (QC)
is performed with a combination of published tools and
in-house scripting. Basic visualisation of alignment statis-
tics is performed with samtools stats and the correspond-
ing plot-bamstats tool (18). Methylation values based on
coverage are called with MethylDackel (https://github.com/
dpryan79/MethylDackel), which also provides QC for M-
bias analysis and overlapping paired-end reads.

Variant calling and sample clustering (SNP)

The EpiDiverse SNP pipeline performs a novel masking
procedure which compares individual nucleotides from the
bisulfite sequencing alignments, obtained from the EpiDi-
verse WGBS pipeline, to the reference genome. Joint vari-
ant calling is then performed on the masked BAM files, to
provide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in stan-
dard VCF/BCF format which are filtered by the pipeline ac-
cording to customisable parameters. As SNPs in a cytosine-
to-thymine context are obscured in bisulfite data (8), nei-
ther variant calling nor sample methylation clustering can
be resolved using conventional methods. A simple post-
processing procedure for in silico manipulation of both base
qualities and base nucleotides in bisulfite contexts, follow-
ing alignment, has been shown to facilitate conventional
SNP calling on WGBS data which outperforms equivalent,
specialised software (19). This heuristic method has been
implemented herein and enables a) downstream analysis
with tools that are already well-established for DNA-seq
such as Freebayes (20), and b) sample clustering with kWIP
(21) which uses k-mer diversity to estimate a distance ma-
trix. Variant calling in this manner can eliminate the need
for conventional DNA-seq data alongside bisufite sequenc-
ing data, thus reducing sequencing costs for plant ecolo-
gists. Basic visualisation of variant statistics is also carried
out using bcftools stats and the corresponding plot-vcfstats
tool (22).

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB44879
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB44889
https://github.com/dpryan79/MethylDackel
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Figure 1. Overview of the EpiDiverse Toolkit. The WGBS data forms the foundation of the analysis, and each downstream pipeline is built to work
either in cooperation with one another or, optionally, with independently-generated input data. All pipelines output runtime metadata, tracing and further
visualisation in addition to what is shown here. The full output is described for each pipeline in the documentation on Github.

Differential methylation (DMR)

The EpiDiverse DMR pipeline analyses statistically signif-
icant differential methylation from a collection of sample-
specific methylation files in bedGraph format obtained from
the EpiDiverse WGBS pipeline, providing the output in a
custom BED format. A recent benchmark demonstrated a
higher sensitivity for finding DMRs with metilene in com-
parison to other tools (23). Pairwise comparisons of methy-
lation profiles between groups are therefore made with meti-
lene (24), to derive either differentially methylated regions
(DMRs) or positions (DMPs) while also correcting for mul-
tiple comparisons. Any annotations in BED format can also
be provided by the user, as pre-selected regions for compar-
ison, as an alternative to the default boundary estimation
based on the methylation signal. Due to the non-parametric
statistical test, each methylation context (CG, CHG, CHH)
can be analysed independently (or combined) without any
a priori assumptions about the underlying distribution of
methylation values. Significant DMRs in terms of hyper-
and hypo-methylation are visualised using custom Rscripts
to provide density plots and heatmaps.

Epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS)

For a given population of samples, the output derived from
previous aspects of the toolkit (i.e. methylation files in bed-
Graph format, SNP variants in VCF format, annotations
such as DMPs/DMRs in BED format) can be combined
and processed using the EpiDiverse EWAS pipeline (25) for
analysis using the GEM suite (26), in order to study the
association between epigenetics, genetics, and environmen-
tal metadata through the identification of quantitative trait
loci (QTL). These QTLs can be discovered either by tak-
ing the full set of methylated positions, in any methylation
context, or by first subsetting according to provided anno-
tations (e.g. DMPs/DMRs), or even by taking the provided
annotations themselves in place of methylated positions for
use as genomic markers, whereby the pipeline will calculate
the average methylation level in each case by intersecting
the methylated positions. The confounding genetic compo-
nent can be resolved in each case by providing the SNPs de-
rived in the first place from the same bisulfite data, without
the need for conventional whole genome sequencing data
alongside.
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Figure 2. (A) Hierarchical clustering of methylated sites (all contexts) derived from the cohort of P. nigra samples from populations in Germany and
Lithuania, and (B) the resulting heatmap of significant DMRs (q < 0.05) obtained after cutting the hierarchical tree at 5.25 × 106 to form two discrete
groups (leaving LT 02 as outlier). Either plot can be obtained using the EpiDiverse toolkit.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 23 independent WGBS libraries were first mapped
in ‘high-throughput mode’ with the EpiDiverse WGBS
pipeline, resulting in mapping rates ranging from 78.38%
to 80.44% under default parameter settings (Supplemen-
tary Table S3). The global methylation level in all contexts
is reported in Supplementary Figure S1, alongside a prin-
cipal component analysis demonstrating the unsupervised
grouping of all samples based on the variation in shared
methylated sites.

Following alignment, variant calling was performed
with the EpiDiverse SNP pipeline to identify SNPs from
bisulfite-treated data based on sequence masking and base
quality manipulation (19). The total number of variants in
each sample are summarised in Supplementary Table S4.
Alternatively, the pipeline can attempt to mask short vari-
ants and normalise the genetic diversity between samples.
As studies on population epigenetics tend to centre around
species with low genetic diversity (cf. hierarchical cluster-

ing tree on genetic information in Supplementary Figure
S2a), a hierarchical clustering based on sequence k-mer di-
versity (21) after masking short variants can instead give an
indication of grouping based on DNA methylation patterns
(Supplementary Figure S2b). Such an analysis can facilitate
the identification of discrete groups prior to calling differ-
entially methylated positions / regions, without limiting the
analysis to only those methylated positions that are shared
across all samples by a minimum threshold on sequencing
depth. Otherwise, the distance matrix can instead be esti-
mated from the methylation values in the conventional ap-
proach following per-sample methylation calling.

Appropriate groupings of samples are dependent on the
specific experimental design of each study. Once identified,
they can be subsequently evaluated for differential methy-
lation with the EpiDiverse DMR pipeline, which analyses
either all possible pairwise comparisons of groups or each
group in relation to a designated control group. Conven-
tionally, groups are identified based on a priori knowledge
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Figure 3. Manhattan plots demonstrating (A) the total number of tested positions during EWAS, from the cohort of P. nigra samples obtained from
populations in Germany and Lithuania, and (B) the same analysis performed using significant DMRs instead. At the position-level, none were found to
be significant (P < 1 × 10−8) or even suggestive (P < 1 × 10−6) based on common thresholds selected to account for the burden of multiple testing. At
the region-level it becomes feasible to use Benjamini–Hochberg adjusted P-values (q), where 92 tests were found below a significance threshold of q < 0.25
and one even at q < 0.05. The plots are obtained automatically from the EWAS pipeline output (E-model).

or a global clustering of methylated sites. When grouping
in this manner, however, local differences which are per-
haps biologically relevant to the study question may be ob-
scured by the global methylation profile and thus not re-
vealed in the subsequent differential methylation analysis.
Here, methylated sites (all contexts) obtained from the co-
hort of German and Lithuanian populations of P. nigra
were subject to hierarchical clustering and the resulting tree
cut at ∼5.25 × 106 to form two discrete groups and one
outlier (Figure 2A). The total number of significant DMRs
(q < 0.05) resulting from the pairwise comparison of these
groups are given in Supplementary Table S5, and the cor-
responding heatmap showing the differential methylation
level across the range of selected samples is shown in Fig-
ure 2B. Interestingly, the heatmap in some instances shows
greater congruency with the clustering based on kWIP in
Supplementary Figure S2b (e.g. LT 10, DE 41, DE 44, and
a distinct clade with LT 01, LT 03, LT 04), indicating the
potential utility as an alternative approach. While still a
global clustering analysis, the local information inferred
from sequence k-mers may be more robust in identifying
groups based on regional differences in comparison to the
site-by-site approach.

Finally, the accumulation of results from the WGBS and
DMR pipelines were combined into a small analysis with

EpiDiverse EWAS, based on the methylated sites in CG
context and subset according to the significant DMRs dis-
covered in the same context, using leaf flavonol content
measured in the parent generation as a phenotypic trait. In
the case of P. nigra the resulting manhattan plot (E-model)
in Figure 3 reveals initially no significant QTLs below the
common significance threshold of P < 1 × 10−8, or even be-
low the suggestive significance threshold of P < 1 × 10−6,
based on the global analysis of all methylated sites. The
same analysis when conducted however at the region-level
revealed a total of 92 significant QTLs (q < 0.25) which
could be taken forward for further investigation (Supple-
mentary Table S6). A brief inspection of these regions in-
tersected with functional annotations in the P. nigra genome
returned some features potentially relevant to flavonol con-
tent, including genes with homology to ascorbate-specific
transmembrane electron transporter 1, caspase family pro-
tein and mechanosensitive ion channel protein 3 alongside
also methyltransferases PMT2/PMT24. Regions of hyper-
or hypo- methylation may convey a more consistent asso-
ciation among the population of samples and can be more
indicative of a mechanism which interacts for example with
gene expression. This approach can be therefore more ro-
bust than the study of individual methylated sites, depend-
ing on the extent of stochastic variation in the DNA methy-
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lation signal, but true associations may be missed in regions
where DMRs were not identified as a result of local methy-
lation differences which were obscured by global clustering
techniques. Furthermore, the incorporation of SNP data
into the G-model aspect of the EWAS pipeline can help
to resolve any underlying genetic component which may be
driving such associations with epigenetic markers.

A typical drawback of any (epi)genome-wide association
study is the high burden of multiple testing, necessitating
the use of a controlling procedure which can often be exces-
sively conservative due to the high number of negative tests,
thus obscuring many genuine biological findings which may
be present within the dataset. The common significance
threshold of P < 1 × 10−8 is based on a Bonferroni ad-
justment limited to a maximum of 1 million tests, regard-
less of the true number of tests. It is often argued with ge-
netic data that a lack of true sample independence owing
to linkage disequilibrium between SNPs can facilitate the
use of this more heuristic variant of the Bonferroni adjust-
ment, but statistically speaking this may be less than ideal.
A more robust solution would be to reduce the total number
of tests in the first place based on a priori knowledge. The
EWAS pipeline therefore provides a mechanism to subset
data based on any such regions provided by the end-user, for
example here with DMRs obtained from the DMR pipeline,
with the aim to reduce the majority of negative tests while
still capturing the majority of positive tests. True positives
may still be missed, depending largely on the selection crite-
ria of such regions, though often more can be gained relative
to the global analysis of all methylated positions.

CONCLUSION

The EpiDiverse Toolkit provides a suite of software
pipelines for the analysis of ecological plant epigenet-
ics, which adheres to the principles of ‘FAIR’ (Findabil-
ity, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability). The
toolkit combines common procedures, such as mapping
and methylation calling, with novel implementations for
short variant calling and combining all results within a ro-
bust variation of EWAS, with each aspect benchmarked
specifically for non-model plant species. This provides a
consistent, repeatable framework which not only stream-
lines computational analyses within-species, but also facil-
itates more general comparisons between different organ-
isms which may have evolved very different mechanisms in-
volving DNA methylation.

DATA AVAILABILITY

All pipelines are open-source and publicly available through
the https://github.com/EpiDiverse domain. The data used
for analysis was generated by the European Training Net-
work “EpiDiverse” to be published in the European Nu-
cleotide Archive, and is otherwise available upon reasonable
request to the authors.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NARGAB Online.
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